[Abstract] Short-Chain Fatty Acids (SCFAs) are a product of the fermentation of resistant starches and dietary fibers by the gut microbiota. The most important SCFA are acetate (C2), propionate (C3) and butyrate (C4). These metabolites are formed and absorbed in the colon and then transported through the hepatic vein to the liver. SCFAs are more concentrated in the intestinal lumen than in the serum.
, diets with different fiber contents (Vieira et al., 2017) , SCFAs in the drinking water or the butyric acid pro-drug (tributyrin) (Vinolo et al., 2012; Vieira et al., 2017) . Taken together, these strategies allow us to investigate the role of these metabolites in vivo in different disease models. In this context, it is essential to have a robust method for measuring the levels of these molecules in biological samples such as feces, luminal content or serum.
Gas chromatography (GC) is most commonly used for SCFA analysis due to compatibility with the chemical properties of SCFAs, such as volatility, and the suitability of the detectors that can be coupled to this equipment, such as flame ionization detector (FID). FID is the most widely used for analysis of SCFAs. Due to the large amount of compounds present in the matrix, the sample should be pretreated using extraction and derivatization procedures. Recently, several techniques of derivatization have been described to obtain more stable compounds and provide greater compatibility between the stationary phase and the analytes (Karlsson et al., 2010; Walton et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013) . On the other hand, the use of derivation techniques has critical disadvantages, including the points that it is timeconsuming, there can be losses of SCFAs, it is costly due to the use of large quantities of reagents, and the risk of occupational exposure to allergenic and toxic reagents. Some authors have described filtration and ultracentrifugation techniques to avoid the disadvantages of derivatization and obtain a fast sample preparation (Cuervo et al., 2013; Salazar et al., 2015) . In spite of this, the run time is usually increased due to low purification of the samples, which increases the quantities and variety of compounds needed for separation in the column. We have chosen the ultracentrifugation technique in this protocol. Here, we describe a method that we have used to measure SCFAs in biological samples using gas chromatography equipped with FID and a liquid-liquid extraction technique. The column used in this method is composed of a high polarity stationary phase, which makes analysis of the SCFAs possible. The liquid-liquid extraction offers some advantages such as greater sample recuperation, higher sample purification, time optimization and greater separation and peak resolution in chromatograms. 3. The mobile phase is composed of N2 at an initial flow rate of 1 ml/min and maintaining this for 1 min, then changing to 0.8 ml/min for 1 min, changing to 0.6 ml/min for 1 min and then reverting to 1 ml/min for 9.2 min.
Materials and Reagents
4. Adjust and maintain the temperature of the FID detector at 260 °C.
5. Adjust the flow of the H2 and the synthetic air to 30 ml/min and 350 ml/min, respectively.
6. Adjust the temperature program of the oven to100 °C, maintain for 7 min and increase to 200 °C at a rate of 25 °C/min and maintain for 5 min.
Data analysis
1. Chromatograms generated by the analysis of the serum ( Figure 1A ) and the feces ( Figure 1B 2. Use the EZChrom software to integrate the areas of each peak, corresponding to its respective SCFA.
3. Prepare standard calibration curves in triplicate, with a concentration range of 15-1,000 µg/ml for SCFAs using the matrices in this study (serum and feces) as solvent to dilute the analytes.
Construct the calibration curve in serum matrix, make a 1,000 µg/ml stock solution of SCFA using serum as solvent, and dilute serially in a range of 15-1,000 µg/ml (see Recipes).
4. Construct the calibration curve in feces matrix, make a 1000 µl/ml SCFAs using distilled water as solvent in accordance with obtaining method of stock solution of SCFA in serum (see Recipes). 
